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Brief description of his stay in Antwerp 

 

With help of The International Trust for Croatian Monuments I completed internship at the Royal 

Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp, Belgium, from 22 September 2008 until 6 March 2009 in 

conservation-restoration department - the wood studio. I adopted historical woodworking techniques 

under mentorship of Professor Charles Indekeu.  

 

Program of historical woodworking techniques during internship: 

1. Timber cutting  

2. Historical turning and moulding devices 

      3.   Preliminary works: 

            - making tools 

            - veneering exercise 

            - making box with boulle-work 

            - wood colouring 

      4.   Intarsia exercise; copy segment of renaissance doors in sacristy of cathedral in Trogir 

      5.   Marquetry exercise; Louis XV table with marquetry design. 

      6.   Evening courses of Graphics  

      7.   Literature and theory courses on history of tools, woodworking, wood technology, 

            colouring and finishing. 

 

I had introduction of the techniques of wood turning, tools making, using heavy woodworking 

machinery. I learned how to tempered steal and different wood colouring techniques. I was also 

introduced with timber cutting and manipulation tools and techniques that were used in forest.  

Theoretical lecture of historical turning and moulding devices was more than interesting and it was 

followed with practical exercises of making ripple moulding and turning on replica of 18 century turning 

late. 

At the evening I attended courses of Graphics (etching). 

For concord the other historical techniques we choose different exercise to accomplish: 

- For intarsia; copy segment of renaissance doors in sacristy of cathedral in Trogir, Croatia 

- Colouring wood, making tools, veneering exercise 

- Making wooden box with “boulle” ornament 

- Marquetry exercise; making complete Louis XV table with marquetry design. 

All exercises were executed respecting manner of historical practice, using genuine processes and 

materials. That knowledge will help me to perform restoration and conservation of wooden artifacts 

with more quality. 

At this moment I am unemployed. 
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